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the album was then developed using music software which we had written ourselves. i was the sole programmer, so i put in a lot of hours in. the main challenge was to be able to work on this project while having kids. i’m a very focused person and it was quite challenging to work on this project with my family around. i had to discipline myself to get my work done. jesus piece - be yourself (cwth) - self helpjesus pieceis a collection of
piano driven soulful songs covering a wide range of topics. the album features a variety of instruments, including guitar, synthesizers, and orchestral arrangements and is produced by the suicideboys' anthony tremblay. the album comes in a deluxe gatefold jacket. limited edition colored vinyl version of the album also included. the 1975 - i like it when you sleep, for you are so beautiful yet so unaware of it - dirty hitthe twenty-six song

album was produced by mike crossey (my bloody valentine, the xx, pet shop boys) and mixed by long-time member of the 1975 rob kitch. gary wright - gary wright - asesco - emigary wright, the uk's most prolific songwriter of the last 40 years, returns with his first new album since 1976. for this collection of new songs and songs that he'd written and recorded before that, gary wright's style has remained defiantly original and
contemporary, as he continues to write songs of uncompromising power and imagination. with a voice like no one else's, gary wright is a truly unique and fascinating artist.
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the strobelights brand of highly melodic yet heavy-as-hell progressive rock is a fascinating mix of elements that isnt often seen. they took their first stab at it on their ep the final step (2015) where, for the most part, it worked like a charm. they've since continued
to refine their sound, and on their latest release strobelight they've reached a new level. the album sees them taking on the classic progressive rock sound of yesteryear with a heavy metal backbone that is both accessible and entertaining. rather than just romp

through the different sections of each song, they hold a mirror up to the listener, and then lets them be exposed to the beautiful music inside. it’s difficult to describe the blend of sassy, sweet, retro, and modern that is the music of jessie mae stubbs. the
singer/songwriter has been making her own music and touring for nearly two decades now, and she’s always had a unique sound that married soulful vocals with up-tempo hooks. on her new album, let it out (which you can get on cd or lp vinyl), stubbs sings

about staying true to yourself, and about the healing power of going it alone, sometimes with the help of others. the result is a collection of songs that are as unexpected as they are refreshing. if you’re looking for a new artist to explore, jessie mae stubbs is a
sure thing. lil tecca - bad ass ryda: album released. - dopebeatson bad ass ryda: album released, lil tecca proves that he can pen a catchy hook and offer an upbeat, fun track. in the same breath, he maintains his signature sound, retaining the occasional menace
and foreboding in his tone. the album showcases the compton native as an emcee who understands the subtlety of a single verse and the impact of an entire track. he dives into the beat, telling the listener the details of his story, and often adds a bit of humor to

his delivery. the result is an album that is fun, sincere, and heartfelt, and a reminder of the versatility that makes lil tecca an artist worth listening to. 5ec8ef588b
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